Museum Activity:
Cinquain Poetry
Looking at an artwork in the galleries, write a cinquain poem. Follow the format
provided below.
1st line – subject (having 2 syllables)
2nd line – describe the subject (4 syllables)
3rd line – action involving the subject (6 syllables)
4th line – a feeling about the subject (8 syllables)
5th line – another name for the subject (2 syllables)
Title of artwork selected: _____________________________________________
Line 1: _____________________________________________________________
Line 2:_____________________________________________________________
Line 3:_____________________________________________________________
Line 4:_____________________________________________________________
Line 5: _____________________________________________________________

Download a copy of this activity on Learn with the Michener:
www.LearnMichener.org

Museum Activity:
Text Panel Writing
Curators in museums often write text panels to accompany the works in an exhibit. Sometimes this panel can include an interpretation of the art piece, or a personal response to the
artwork. This personal response sometimes can be in the form of poetry. It can also pose
questions for others to consider as they read it and reflect on it.
Select a work of art while you are visiting the Museum, and write your text panel below.





What kind of information will you include in the text panel? Is there information you know
about the work?
What is your reaction to the work? How do you feel about it?
What would you include in the text panel to help visitors better understand the work of
art?
What questions would you ask others to think about as they look at the work?

Use these guiding questions when you write your text panel using the space below. Once you
are finished, present what you have written below to a friend, family member or a classmate.
Title of Artwork: ______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Use the other side of this sheet to continue your text panel if needed.
Download a copy of this activity on Learn with the Michener: www.LearnMichener.org

Museum Activity:
Shakespearean
Sonnet
Use the information below to help guide you in creating a
Shakespearean Sonnet. Use the resources available in the
gallery to help guide you.

Requirements:





Must be 14 Lines.
Must have 3 Quatrains (set of 4 lines) and 1 Couplet (2
lines)
Must follow the rhyme scheme ABAB CDCD EFEF GG
Must be in IAMBIC PENTAMETER (10 syllables per line)

Shakespearean Sonnet by James Michener:
Sonnet #2:

Jack, Rosen, 1923-2006, James Michener,
(profile), ca. 1970's, black and white photograph on paper, H. 8 x W. 10 inches, James A.
Michener Art Museum. Museum purchase.

The sonnet is an elegant invention
For disciplining thought and fey confession.
Its structure expedites its main intention
Which is: ‘Move thought in orderly progression.’
Lines five through eight quite often will decide
The merits of the verse and its fruition,
But only if new concepts can provide
Fresh insights to avoid mere repetition.
The third quatrain is saved for affirmation
In forms so bold there can be no confusion,
With evidence attesting approbation
All leading to a powerful conclusion.
The last two lines must not be squandered lightly,
They should be used to summarize most tightly.
Try one of your own! Use the other side to complete your sonnet. Use one
of the artworks in the gallery to inspire your writing.
Download a copy of this activity on Learn with the Michener:
www.LearnMichener.org

Title of Artwork Selected: _____________________________________________
First Stanza:
A
B
A
B

Second Stanza:
C
D
C
D

Third Stanza:
E
F
E
F

Rhyming Couplet:
G
G

Museum Activity:
Petrarchan Sonnet
The Petrarchan Sonnet is a 14 line poem that is made up of two stanzas. The first is an octave
(an eight line stanza) that is followed by a sestet (a six line stanza). It follows the rhyme
scheme of ABBA ABBA CDC CDC (or CDE CDE). The sestet is somewhat flexible and can also
be structured as CDC CDC or CDC DEE.
Use the resources available in the gallery to help guide you create a Petrarchan Sonnet. Select
an artwork from the exhibition as inspiration. Follow the format below.
Title of Artwork Selected: ______________________________________________________
First Stanza:
A
B
B
A
Second Stanza:
A
B
B
A
Third Stanza:
C
D
C
Fourth Stanza
C
D
C
See the other side of this sheet to read the first sonnet written by James
Michener in 1927.
Download a copy of this activity on Learn with the Michener: www.LearnMichener.org

Below is James Michener’s first sonnet he composed in 1927 while hitchhiking
from Chester, Pennsylvania, to Swarthmore College.
Sonnet #1
Today the long drought ended and the rain,
Descending like an answer to a prayer,
Came back to make the land take heart again.
How dreadful when the land was bleak and bare
And corn stood withered in the torrid blast,
Beef cows were led away to needless slaughter
And housewives in their kitchens stood aghast
When pipes delivered sediment not water.
Now comes the rain! With face upraised to heaven
I feel the raindrops mingle with my tears,
And though an infidel I am sore driven
To kneel and thank the gods who through the years
Have kept close watch upon this precious soil
Through drought and flood and freeze and endless toil.

Museum Activity:
Sensory Poem
Create a sensory poem based on work of art in the exhibition.
Follow the format with the example provided below.
My Clarinet
Feel the fingers pressed against the hard, warm buttons.
See the audience you make a melody in the air.
Hear the tunes so smooth and calm.
Smell the awful perfumes that smell like rotten flowers.
Taste the wooden, vibrating reed.

Title of Artwork: ______________________________________________________________

Feel ________________________________________________________________________
See_________________________________________________________________________
Hear________________________________________________________________________
Smell _______________________________________________________________________
Taste _______________________________________________________________________

Download a copy of this activity on Learn with the Michener: www.LearnMichener.org

Museum Activity:
Biography Poem
Looking closer at the permanent exhibition on James Michener entitled, A Living Legacy, or
a portrait in an exhibition, write a Biography poem. Follow the format provided below.
First Name
Title given to the person
Four words that describe the person
Lover of (three ideas, objects, or items)
Who believes (one idea or concept)
Who wants (three things)
Who uses (three things)
Who gives (three things)
Who says (a direct quote)
Last name

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Download a copy of this activity on Learn with the Michener: www.LearnMichener.org

